Pigmentations SNPs and Hair Color
Positive coefficients indicate increases in hormone concentrations. Higher hair color and polygenic scores indicate darker hair. All models were adjusted for sex, age (in months) and corticosteroid (CS) use. Results are shown for models without and with ancestry correction (PCA). SNPs were either included in separate models or mutually adjusted in a single model. Positive coefficients indicate increases in hormone concentrations per effect allele (see Table S1 ). Positive coefficients indicate increases in hormone concentrations. Higher hair color and polygenic scores indicate darker hair. All models were adjusted for sex, age (in months) and corticosteroid (CS) use. Results are shown for models without and with ancestry correction (PCA). SNPs were either included in separate models or mutually adjusted in a single model. Positive coefficients indicate increases in hormone concentrations per effect allele (see Table S1 ). Positive coefficients indicate increases in hormone concentrations. Higher hair color and polygenic scores indicate darker hair. All models were adjusted for sex, age (in months) and corticosteroid (CS) use. Results are shown for models without and with ancestry correction (PCA). SNPs were either included in seperate models or mutually adjusted in a single model. Positive coefficients indicate increases in hormone concentrations per effect allele (see Table S1 ). Correlations between PCA, SNPs and Genetic Score Funnel plot of single SNP associations with hair cortisol Figure S11 : Funnel plot showing standardized estimates of 9 SNPs associated with hair cortisol against their standard error. White area indicates 95% confidence interval. SNPs not included in polygenic score were omitted. Each model was adjusted for sex, age (in months), corticosteroid (CS) use and genetic ancestry (PCA).
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